One of the best books of the year by Choice is The New York Times. The Washington Post, The Economist, Time, USA TODAY. Christian Science Monitor. Doris Cairns Goodwin's The Bully Pulpit: A Dynamic Story of the First Decade of Roosevelt's Administration and how it has a timeless message for us today. It is an excellent guide to the issues and people involved in the Progressive Era. Goodwin does a remarkable job of synthesizing vast amounts of material as it brings together the lives of S.S. McClure, muckraking journalists who created the magazine and others. The book has been praised for its thorough research and analysis.
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Many interesting characters, then sit back and enjoy Goodwin's latest work. More... More

by his self and loyalty to what he perceived as constitutionally correct emerges as a great man (not physically!), than... in all her books. If you are interested in exploring an age in American history that is rich in substance and contains awareness. After reading Goodwin's encyclopedic narrative, my opinion of Roosevelt remains the same, a man driven by a...

actually free, allowing them to create a powerful camaraderie and rare collaboration that during Roosevelt's presidency... that legacy may have been tarnished, but there have been many progressive reforms that seem to have slipped past public... and details of the split that led Roosevelt to challenge Taft for the Republican nomination, and otherwise forming the Bull Moose Party that led to the election Wilson. The campaign was extremely nasty, and no one could have imagined that the two men had strikingly different temperaments, but their opposing qualities were significant... counter-accusations in newspapers across the United States between Roosevelt and Taft forces. By 1912, the gap in the... Morgan helped the government, his company would not be the target of an antitrust lawsuit. This led to accusations and instead held him even after the investigation. Goodwin is right, saying: Fierce fighting has absorbed the country's attention for... culminated in a nasty congressional investigation. Whether it was a real scandal doesn't matter because of how Taft handled it. When Ida Tarbell, a lawyer for Pinchot's forces, learned that some documents had been preserved by the Attorney General all was lost. Taft was supposed to fire Ballinger, but instead held him even after the investigation. Goodwin is right, saying: Fierce fighting has absorbed the country's attention for more than a year. The referendum on the president, already weakened by the tariff struggle, has diminished. After Roosevelt was brought to Pinchot's date about what happened the Roosevelt-Taft relationship was as rocky part. What would push him over the edge was the Taft Administration files an antitrust lawsuit against U.S. Steel. With Roosevelt's return to the United States and his frontman on a six-week tour of the west, a progressive-conservative split in the Republican Party was at hand. The issue of U.S. steel angrieved Roosevelt because during the 1907 panic it was JP Morgan's plan to force the railroads to sell off their lines and return them to the government, leading to penalties and details of the split that led Roosevelt to challenge Taft for the Republican nomination, and otherwise forming the Bull Moose Party that led to the election Wilson. The campaign was extremely nasty, and no one could have imagined that the two men had strikingly different temperaments, but their opposing qualities were significant... President Harding appointed Taft as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, a position he held throughout his career. Taft is accurate. She concludes that the two men had strikingly different temperaments, but their opposing qualities were significant... anti-syndicate access to 5,000 acres of Alaskan land for development. It turned out that the syndicate representative was linked to coal interests and was their lawyer before being appointed Home Secretary. Goodwin investigates this situation in his usual detail and points out that Ballinger may not have done anything wrong, but the rebels led by Pinchot never forgave Taft for firing John Garfield and the political scandal culminated in a nasty congressional investigation. Whether it was a real scandal doesn't matter because of how Taft handled it. When Ida Tarbell, a lawyer for Pinchot's forces, learned that some documents had been preserved by the Attorney General all was lost. Taft was supposed to fire Ballinger, but instead held him even after the investigation. Goodwin is right, saying: Fierce fighting has absorbed the country's attention for more than a year. The referendum on the president, already weakened by the tariff struggle, has diminished. After Roosevelt was brought to Pinchot's date about what happened the Roosevelt-Taft relationship was as rocky part. What would push him over the edge was the Taft Administration files an antitrust lawsuit against U.S. Steel. With Roosevelt's return to the United States and his frontman on a six-week tour of the west, a progressive-conservative split in the Republican Party was at hand. The issue of U.S. steel angrieved Roosevelt because during the 1907 panic it was JP Morgan's plan to force the railroads to sell off their lines and return them to the government, leading to penalties and details of the split that led Roosevelt to challenge Taft for the Republican nomination, and otherwise forming the Bull Moose Party that led to the election Wilson. The campaign was extremely nasty, and no one could have imagined that the two men had strikingly different temperaments, but their opposing qualities were significant... President Harding appointed Taft as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, a position he held throughout his career. Taft is accurate. She concludes that the two men had strikingly different temperaments, but their opposing qualities were significant...